The Role of Covenant in the Mission and Message of Amos

One of the main problems that traditionally has surrounded the assessment of the role which covenant played in the theology and preaching of the prophets of Israel has been the establishment of how much of the religious tradition of the Bible was made or developed by them and how much of it was preexistent and was simply transmitted by these divinely appointed spokesmen.

In the past, some biblical scholars asserted that the prophets were the principal architects of Israel's faith. They held that it was the prophets who originated, rather than passed on, some of the great theological-ethical cornerstones of Israel's religious system. The prophets, said they, took the crude raw material of a nomadic, or seminomadic, primitive religion, and through their personal experience and insight, individual genius, and divine inspiration, shaped the faith of Israel into a sophisticated and highly ethical moral-religious system.

The moral-covenant concept was, some scholars asserted, one of these ideas originated by the prophets. Covenant was too highly complex and sophisticated a concept to have come from the desert. The great national covenants of the Pentateuch came into Israelite life only after the prophets had laid the groundwork for them. Hence, to look for any well-developed, and centrally crucial, covenant theology in any prophet earlier than Jeremiah was to read back into that material ideas that could not have been there originally.

This assigning to the prophets of the role of innovator has been carried over, to some extent, to the present day. C. F. Whitely and J. Joez, as late as the present decade, still support such views. Yet much of the more
recent research done by biblical and Near Eastern scholars, and evidence turned up by archeologists have tended to temper the innovative role once assigned to the mblyym.

New texts from many ancient and allied cultures and the decipherment of languages far predating the founding of the Israelite nation have shown that many of the ideas assigned late dates because of their complexity actually were ancient by the time Abram left Ur.

As is well known, treaty-covenant texts were found to be in use in the Near East before the twentieth century B.C. Cultures with which the Israelites had to have had, and were shown to have had, contact used covenant concepts, forms, and formulations which, in some cases, are almost identical to those contained in the national covenants of the Pentateuch. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that these concepts, forms, and formulations were reflected, to varying degrees and with various emendations, in each of the Israelite covenant documents, including those covenantal texts that may be assigned Mosaic dates. Hence, while the prophetic genius may have had much to do with the sharpening of the religious consciousness of Israel's covenantal responsibilities, it seems probable now that even the earliest of the canonical prophets presupposed and built on a covenant concept already known and acknowledged as normative by the people to whom they were sent.

The basis for the mission of most of the canonical prophets seems to rest on the existence of the covenant relationship between God and Israel. The main preaching emphasis of many of these prophets was the assailing of the people of the nation for breaking covenant law. Recent studies have emphasized that the prophetic books of even the eighth-century prophets are laced with covenant references and technical covenantal terminology, with the word bry appears only infrequently in their texts. Terms like lurh, bq, mswt, hsd, sgh, msp—all of which were employed by the prophets to convict, challenge, and influence the people to whom God sent them to speak—have been shown to have strong covenantal roots and points of reference.

Indeed, in the opinion of some contemporary scholars, without the covenant relationship between God and the nation, and the nation's frequent disregard for that relationship's demands and responsibilities, the prophets would not have been needed by God so often. It was as divinely appointed champions of covenant keeping that they found their purpose in Israelite society and history. For as W. J. Phythian-Adams has pointed out, the prophets "never saw themselves as sent to proclaim a new vision or a new conception of God: they came, as messengers with strict and definite orders, to recall revoltng Israel to Yahweh who had chosen it."

The prophecy of Amos gives evidence of having been provoked precisely by such a need as Phythian-Adams described. When Amos came out of the hills of Tekoa to deliver his message to the populace of Israel (Amos 1:1), its thrust was centered upon the nation's repeated transgressions of the covenantal stipulations and upon the consequences those transgressions were going to bring.

This covenantal basis for Amos' charges against the nation is to be seen in his oracles against both the southern and northern kingdom in the second chapter of his book:

Thus says the Lord:
"For three transgressions [ps'yt] of Judah, and for four, I will not revoke the punishment [l' *lybnw]; because they have rejected the law of the Lord [l't-em'sm 'l-twrt yhwh], and have not kept his statutes [wbyw l' *lybnw], but their lies have led them astray, after which their fathers walked. So I will send a fire upon Judah, and it shall devour the strongholds of Jerusalem."

The indictment of Israel, which immediately follows, while more specific and not mentioning either lurh or bq, is based on the same grounds as his condemnation of the southern sister:

Thus says the Lord:
"For three transgressions [ps'yt] of Israel, and for four, I will not revoke the punishment [l' *lybnw]; because they sell the righteous for silver, and the needy for a pair of shoes—they that trample the head of the poor into the dust of the earth, and turn aside the way of the afflicted; a man and his father go in to the same maiden, so that my holy name is profaned; they lay themselves down beside every altar upon garments taken in pledge; and in the house of their God they drink the wine of those who have been fined." (Amos 2: 6–8)
The premise that the rebukes made by Amos are covenant-backed is based on two factors. First, the terminology used to describe the nation's corruption is frequently employed in Near Eastern and biblical technical covenantal parlance. Second, the sins of which the people are guilty are actions prescribed by covenantal texts or covenantal traditions.

In the first of the two indictments, Amos specifically states that the reason for God's displeasure with Judah is that she has rejected the *writ yhwh* and has not kept or fulfilled *bgwy*. Both *twh* and *bgwy* are used repeatedly in the OT to describe the provisions of the covenant which the nation is to observe because she has bound herself to the Lord. In these passages in Amos, they apparently refer to the stipulations embodied in the *bryt* which God made with Israel at Sinai, a fuller form, or more complete description, of which was later included in the Deuteronomic account of Josiah's reaffirmation of that covenant in the seventh century B.C.²⁶

As James Muilenberg has said, *twh* is "the revealed law implementing the covenant."²⁷ Even when the term is used in a broader context, where it refers to the whole body of God's teaching or instruction, *twh* is rarely devoid of this essential covenant rooting. Likewise, *bgwy*, which is sometimes linked with *twh* (Deut 17: 19) and in other instances is used in covenantal texts and traditions in conjunction with *mswh*,²⁸ often has the same point of reference as the former. It too usually encompasses the body of stipulations delineated in the *bryt* itself.²⁹

Just which of these specific obligations from their covenant with God the people of Judah were violating is not pointed out in the text of the oracle against them. They are simply charged with trampling the covenant in general. But in the condemnation of Israel, the blanket indictment gives

nocent and defenseless individuals. ²⁸

One by one, the acts of disobedience are enumerated in a lengthy catalog. The injustice shown to, and the oppression of, the poor and righteous as condemned in vss 6–7a are infractions of injunctions against the same in the stipulations set forth at Sinai. The nation had been bound by its acknowledged and sworn covenant with God to deal fairly with such innocent and defenseless individuals.³⁰

The sexual aberration of a father and his son having intercourse with the same woman (vs 7b), which many scholars believe is a direct reference to some variety of sacred prostitution,³¹ is prohibited by the covenantal stipulations as repeated in Deut 23: 17.

To use "garments taken in pledge" for religious carousing (vs 8a) when they should have been returned to their owners for their use at sunset, transgressed the Sinai dictum to the opposite (see Ex 22: 26). God would hear their voice when the ones so wronged cried to him for redress (Ex 22: 27).

Drinking wine gathered by fine "unjustly extorted"³² and "laying down beside every altar" were to make light of God's majesty and violate the sovereignty which the Lord demanded in the first stipulation of the Decalogue (Ex 20: 2).

Further evidence that these indictments, as well as others which are made at various places in the text, are proclaimed within a covenant framework is to be found in the term used to describe the activities condemned by the prophet.

The people's actions are termed *pšy*, "acts of rebellion." In Near Eastern treaty language, the term "to revolt," "to transgress," "to rebel" means to throw off the authority of an acknowledged suzerain by violating the stipulations of the pact that bound the parties together.³³ *pš* has a similar connotation in various biblical texts as well. There are instances where it refers specifically to the breaking of existing alliances or to the overthrowing of a previously accepted sovereign.

The term is used in this sense in the account of the fracture of the union between Israel and Judah (1 Kings 12: 1 ff). When Rehoboam sends his taskmaster into Israel, where he is stoned to death by the populace (1 Kings 12: 18), the murder of the king's official, and therein the rejection of the royal authority, is described as *pš*.³⁴ The same verb is similarly employed in the narratives concerning the rejection of their vassalage by two kings who had been made 'bdym, "servants," by David.³⁵ Both the severance of its vassal status to Israel by Moab³⁶ following the death of Ahab and the setting up of its own king by Edom during the reign of Jehoram in Judah³⁷ are denoted by the verb *pš*.³⁸ Such usage supports the assertion of such scholars as Gerhard von Rad that the term "belongs preeminently to the language of politics,"³⁹ especially the politics of treaty-covenant relations.³⁹

In Amos 2: 4–8, the relationship which has been broken by the nation's "revolt" is the one that was forged in the covenant made between God and his people.³⁰ Such negating of their sworn obligations to the treaty and its Master threatened to bring down the consequences of the curses which had been framed for just such eventualities. Not only had such protection been built into the agreements forged by such men as Suppiluliumas⁴⁰ and Esarhaddon,⁴¹ but the biblical covenants contained similar provisions to guard against the violation of their stipulations:

You shall have no other gods before me. You shall not make for yourself a graven image, or any likeness of anything that is in heaven above, or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the water under the earth; you shall not bow down to them or serve them; for I the Lord your God am
a jealous God, visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon the children to the third and fourth generation of those who hate me, but showing steadfast love to thousands of those who love me and keep my commandments.

You shall not take the name of the Lord your God in vain; for the Lord will not hold him guiltless who takes his name in vain.42

Drawing upon such provisions in the treaty-covenant tradition, Amos declares that the rebellion of the nation will be dealt with by God according to the mutually accepted covenant agreement. Disobedience to that bond's stipulations will be punished. Those who disregard their sworn allegiance to God, with the covenant loyalty which that entails, must expect to be visited with the consequences of their acts:

"Behold I will make it tremble [m'yq] beneath you as a cart trembles [t'yq] loaded with sheaves.
Flight shall perish from the swift, and the strong shall not retain his strength, nor shall the mighty save his life; he who handles the bow shall not stand, and he who is swift of foot shall not save himself, nor shall he who rides the horse save his life; and he who is stout of heart among the mighty shall flee away naked in that day," says the Lord. (Amos 2: 13-16)

What is especially significant is that this punishment is given to the people because the nation has accepted a covenantal relationship with God. The populace is not being chastised for failing to keep obligations to God about which they knew nothing or which they had not committed themselves to observe in the first place. The thrust of Amos' message is that it was precisely because they had entered into a covenant with the Lord, and had pledged themselves to live by an accepted religio-ethical standard delineated in the stipulations of that pact, a standard which they had ignored repeatedly, that divine punishment would be meted out to the nation:

Hear this word that the Lord has spoken against you, O people of Israel, against the whole family which I brought up out of the land of Egypt:
"You only have I known [rq 'tkm yd'ty] of all the families of the earth; therefore will I punish you for all your iniquities" (Amos 3: 1).

The key to understanding the covenantal import of this passage is to be found in Amos' use of the term yd'ty, "I have known." Its use here does not mean the usual "to learn", "perceive," "experience," "discriminate," etc.44 As Herbert Huffmon has shown, yd't is used in this instance in a more formal legal sense.45 In a pattern common to the Near Eastern treaties and earlier biblical usage, "know" is employed by Amos as a technical term for the recognition of the covenant stipulations as binding by the covenanting partners.48 "Know" is often used to "indicate mutual legal recognition on the part of suzerain and vassal, i.e. Yahweh and his servant(s)... in the Bible."47 In a number of the prophetic books, including that of at least one other eighth-century prophet, yd't must be understood within this legal frame of reference if one is to grasp the full implications of the text. The covenant recognition of Israel by God is the couching for Amos 3: 1-2:

Comparison with Am. 9:7, with its mention of the Ethiopians, the Philistines, and Aram, should make it clear that Am. 3: 2 has reference to that peculiar relationship between Yahweh and Israel expressed by the covenant, and that yada' in this context means more than "care for"50 or "take notice of"51 as is evident from the common translation "choose." The passage calls for the technical sense, viz., "You only have I recognized by covenant,"52 from which it follows that the covenant-breaking invokes the curses, i.e., punishment for iniquity.53

The covenantal frame of reference for Amos' proclamation is also evidenced in his rhetorical question in the following verse, where two of the key words or phrases have strong covenantal overtones and implications:

Do two walk together unless they have agreed ['m-nw'dw]

The phrase "walk together" is a figure of speech used in some of the Near Eastern treaties to describe the keeping of the covenantal obligations by the treating partners.44 In the letter of Rib-Addi to Pharaoh contained in the Amarna correspondence, the same metaphor is used, there describing the vassal's loyalty to his overlord in the face of a conspiracy against the suzerain.55 Rather than throw in with the conspirators in their designs
against the Egyptian throne, Rib-Addi held fast to his treaty obligations to his lord. Despite the reported pressure of the populace of Byblos, who pressed him to “walk after (follow) the son of Abdiashirta, and let us make a treaty of peace between us,” the vassal in Canaan stood firm. For “to walk after” or “to follow after” another ruler would have meant that Rib-Addi had broken his sworn treaty obligations to serve only the pharaoh.

In the treaty between Abban and Jairimlim, a similar metaphor is used to convey the same idea. The vassal is specifically warned by the suzerain to be bound the vassal to complete allegiance and obedience to his lord. Any departure from that prescribed responsibility and obligation, such as leaving the suzerain to attach oneself to, follow after, or serve another, was considered forfeit to go out (deserts 1), then to another king he will not go out. If he lets go the horn (hem) of Abban’s garment and seizes the horn of another king’s garment, he shall forfeit the towns and territories.

In both cases, the implication of the texts is clear. The treaty stipulations bound the vassal to complete allegiance and obedience to his lord. Any departure from that prescribed responsibility and obligation, such as leaving the suzerain to attach oneself to, follow after, or serve another, was considered a sign of open revolt on the part of the subject who did so.

The same concept is contained in each of the national biblical covenants, where to go after other gods and serve them is to violate both the stated terms and the spirit of the bond with Yahweh. Thus, when Amos uses this metaphor in 3: 3 he stands within this treaty-covenant tradition and usage. Both the nation and God should be “walking together” because they had bound themselves in the covenant at Sinai.

The people should not let go of God to go after any other as a new sovereign, be it a human one or an idol, because both they and God had ruled such conduct when they had “agreed” (nu’daw). While this term in Amos 3: 3 is usually taken to be part of a wisdom saying and is interpreted by some scholars as referring to “two men making their way across the horizon of Judah’s empty hill country” to meet at an appointed time and place, it may very well refer to the covenant-making event when God and Israel acknowledged—that is, “knew,” or “agreed with”—each other at Sinai. It could be a play on the word yd, “to know,” in the sense that both Yahweh and the nation had recognized the covenant and its stipulations as binding on themselves and each other. Such a frame of reference would not only fit it in well with the two verses which precede it but would carry out the covenantal implications of the “walking together” metaphor in the first half of the verse—that is, because two parties have covenanted, they should walk together, each fulfilling his role and its responsibilities as delineated by the stipulations of that agreement. “The basic idea, the relation between Yahweh and Israel as a bond between partners, and details of formulation all suggest . . . [the] concepts and terms having to do with the covenant.”

But the nation has totally forgotten this “agreement” and its responsibilities. They no longer know how “to do what is right” [nkkh] (Amos 3: 10), but, on the contrary, “store up violence [hms] and robbery [sd] in their strongholds” (3: 10). The norms which should have governed the affairs of the Israelites have been put out of mind. Yahweh’s demands had “dropped out of sight and consciousness among Samaria’s leading citizens.” The term nkkh has the essential meaning of “to walk straight forward,” “to go directly toward [a goal].” At times, it is used in the Bible to mean that which is “straight,” as well as that which is “honest” [true]. In some cases, it is used in contrast to that which is deceptive and false (cf Is 30: 14). It is also used as a synonym of “justice,” “righteousness,” and “faithfulness” in Is 59: 14 in a sequence dealing with the theme “justice is far from us.” It appears in a legal framework in Prov 24: 26 and 2 Sam 15: 3; in the former instance, being used in a wisdom saying concerning conduct in legal affairs; and in the latter, being applied to a legal appeal.

In Amos’ indictment, nkkh appears to be used in this legal sense. It points to what was desired to be the style of justice observed in the legal proceedings in the nation. “What is alone of moment to him is the departure from an order of society which was formed according to Yahweh’s will and which maintained every Israelite one with the other in a system of mutual responsibility.”

That all such covenantal norms have been completely forgotten by his contemporaries is to be seen in the fact that while the poor are trampled (Amos 8: 4), as dishonesty is rampant in the marketplace (vs 5), and as the defenseless are sold into slavery (vs 6), the debauched lie on their beds of ivory (6: 4) and demand more luxury for themselves (4: 1). Moreover, in the place of covenant obedience, the populace attempts to substitute religious ceremonialism. But their empty ritual and hollow pilgrimages cannot alone for the breaking of the covenantal stipulations. Through biting sarcasm in the mouth of his prophet, God pours out his abhorrence of such religious sham:
"Come to Bethel, and transgress; to Gilgal, and multiply transgression; bring your sacrifices every morning, your tithes every three days; offer a sacrifice of thanksgiving of that which is leavened, and proclaim freewill offerings, publish them; for so you love to do, O people of Israel!" says the Lord God.  

Because the covenant has been broken, Amos declares that the punishment entailed in the bond's curse clauses is going to be unleashed. In three chapters (7, 8, 9) Amos delineates some of the forms that chastisement will take.

In the first prophecy, the people are told that the high places and sanctuaries will be destroyed, and that God is going to set himself against the kingdom:

He showed me: behold the Lord was standing beside a wall built with a plumb line, with a plumb line in his hand. And the Lord said to me, "Amos, what do you see?" And I said, "A plumb line." Then the Lord said, "Behold, I am setting a plumb line in the midst of my people Israel; I will never again pass by them; the high places of Isaac shall be made desolate, and the sanctuaries of Israel shall be laid waste, and I will rise against the house of Jeroboam with the sword." (7: 7-9)

In the second oracle, the prophet declares that the people within the northern kingdom will personally feel the consequences of their rebellion. Even though the sentence was spoken to Amaziah for his contradiction of God's command to Amos, the whole nation of covenant breakers will suffer the same consequences as he:

Therefore thus says the Lord: "Your wife shall be a harlot in the city and your sons and daughters shall fall by the sword, and your land shall be parcel out by line; you yourself shall die in an unclean land, and Israel shall surely go into exile away from its land." (7: 17)

The third prophecy tells of the extensiveness of the punishment that is to come, and announces that the moment for its breaking forth is at hand:

Thus the Lord showed me: behold a basket of summer fruit. And he said, "Amos, what do you see?" And I said, "A basket of summer fruit." Then the Lord said to me, "The end has come upon my people Israel; I will never again pass by them. The songs of the temple shall become wailings in that day," says the Lord God; "the corpses shall be many; in every place they shall be cast out. Hush!"

Other punishments, including some directly connected with the curse clauses in the biblical covenantal tradition and their Near Eastern parallels, are threatened by Amos at various points within his book. Together with what is forecast here, they are to comprise the chastisement for the nation's rebellion.

As in every national covenantal text preserved within the Bible, as well as in almost every complete Near Eastern treaty document, the covenantal texts themselves had provided for such a punitive response by the Deity, or deities, against those who broke their oaths and bolted the covenant's stipulations. As J. L. Mays has commented, it is "clear that Israel is to be judged precisely in her identity as the covenant people." Together with what is forecast here, they are to comprise the chastisement for the nation's rebellion.

As in every national covenantal text preserved within the Bible, as well as in almost every complete Near Eastern treaty document, the covenantal texts themselves had provided for such a punitive response by the Deity, or deities, against those who broke their oaths and bolted the covenant's stipulations. As J. L. Mays has commented, it is "clear that Israel is to be judged precisely in her identity as the covenant people." Together with what is forecast here, they are to comprise the chastisement for the nation's rebellion.

This is what God has sworn to do (cf Amos 6: 8). Three times the phrase נב שיב נב נב is used by Amos, each time to introduce a divine decree of punishment. The total force of God's personal integrity is invested in this solemn oath, the ancient Near East's most binding form of personal
commitment. Since Israel had thrown over God's lordship, she had to take the covenantal consequences.

To smash the nation was, however, not what God wanted to have to do. His desire was for the people to assume a responsible and obedient posture in keeping with their covenantal ties. If that were done, then all the predicted calamity could be averted. The people had only to reverse their pattern of disobedience and "seek" the Lord, in the sense of "going after" him (5: 5-6). In the Near Eastern tradition, such an action implied not only a "search" for the Lord, but a "following after" him—that is, it entailed obedience to that Lord as the supreme partner in a covenant relationship as well. If that were done, the covenantal relationship could be restored, and the people would "live" (cf Amos 5: 6) rather than perish:

Seek good, and not evil, that you may live;
and so the Lord, the God of hosts, will be with you,
as you have said.
Hate evil, and love good, and establish justice in the gate;
it may be that the Lord, the God of hosts will be gracious
to the remnant of Joseph. (5: 14-15)

The "good" which Amos envisioned was a return to living covenantally. The whole of Chapter 5 of his book, where the sins of Israel are lamented, is laced with covenantal language and allusions. The sins attacked are almost always those prohibited in the covenantal stipulations themselves. His remedy for that sinfulness involves a reacceptance of their covenant responsibilities by the people:

Let justice [mšp$] roll down like waters; and righteousness [ṣdq$] like an ever-flowing stream. (5: 24)

The people had agreed to do that when they entered the pact with God that made them his peculiar people. Though they had repeatedly refused to carry out the covenantal terms they swore to perform, the assumption on which the prophecy of Amos is based is that if they acted positively on them at once, the God-Israelite breach could be healed. While the possibility for that to happen was left open by God, on the basis of the people's past obstreperousness and obstinacy, Amos apparently anticipated no change in the nation's moral-religious course.

Since the people did not acknowledge the "right" they were to live by (cf 3: 10), then there was little hope that it might become the norm for their activity. They had denied the very basis for any such God-dictated covenantal obedience by repudiating, by their pš'y, God's authority over them (cf 2: 4, 6). The patience that God had shown in the past as he waited for that rebellion to end had finally reached its limits. He would no longer continue to forgive their sins. The day for reform had come, and its rejection would be dealt with:

The end has come upon my people Israel;
I will never again pass by them. (7: 8; 8: 2)

In the eyes of Amos, this combination of the end of the divine patience and the persistent rebellion and callousness of the leaders and upper classes of Israel foreboded doom for the nation. Nevertheless, the premise that man had within himself the power to change his stance toward God and the covenant was never denied by the prophet. Man did have within himself the capacity for obedience. He could have—indeed, should have—been keeping the covenant all along. It was because the Israelites had the potential to do so, and did not use it, and because they had sworn to be obedient, and had then refused to perform what they were capable of accomplishing, that they were going to be punished by God. The covenant's stipulations were possible to fulfill; the problem was that God's people had chosen to break them rather than to obey them.

Thus, the assumption of an existing covenantal bond between Yahweh and the nation is apparent in the prophecy of Amos. The presence of at least three important factors lead clearly to such a conclusion. Briefly summarized, they are these:

First, Amos made repeated use of terms which were part of the reservoir of formal treaty-covenant parlance. Words like g'd$, pš$, torh, ḫwq, ṣb$, mšp$, ṣdq$ recur often in the text of the book. While each one of these roots can be interpreted to have more than one meaning or point of reference, all of them have been shown by various scholars and textual evidence to have strong grounding in the Near Eastern and biblical treaty-covenant tradition and practice.

Second, the basis for most of the prophet's charges against the nation is their violations of specific covenant stipulations. As has been shown, in numerous instances the sins pointed out by him are those prohibited in one or another of the extant biblical covenantal texts.
Third, the curses which Amos either invokes or alludes to as being ready to befall the nation for the violation of the covenant's demands are also, for the most part, attested in the treaty-covenant texts. Even where no specific quotes or parallels to Amos' threats can be found in any biblical or Near Eastern religio-legal corpus, his maledictions clearly fit into that genre of literature.

The presence of any one of these factors, or the appearance of any single element or component of them, would not of itself be sufficient evidence to prove that Amos had presupposed and built his message on an existing covenantal relationship between God and Israel. However, the clustering of such factors, coupled with the central role they play in this biblical book, points to the conclusion that not only was there a covenant concept known to, and appreciated by, Amos and his contemporaries but that without it he may have had no mission to the nation at all. It was because the people had revolted against their divine Suzerain and the bond which he had summated with them that Amos was taken m'hry h's'n and was sent to tell his fellow countrymen that the covenant's curses were about to fall upon them.
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